[Effect of scopolamine on formation and fixation of temporary connections in rats with altered brain serotonin levels].
The influence of scopolamine on elaboration and maintenance of conditioned reflexes of two-way avoidance was studied in rats under conditions of excess and deficit of serotonin in the brain. Administration of scopolamine to intact rats accelerated conditioning and did not prevent fixation of the reflex. Administration of scopolamine to animals with a lowered level of serotonin in the brain (by means of para-chlorophenylalanine) impaired conditioning and induced amnesia. In animals with ablated raphe nuclei, the same dose of scopolamine did not prevent elaboration and maintenance of conditioned reflexes. Accumulation of scopolamine in the brain by means of 5-oxytryptophan abolished acceleration of conditioning, which is specific for scopolamine, and affected the preservation of the reflexes. Against the background of the action of iprozid, scopolamine impaired the conditioning and tended to deteriorate the maintenance of conditioned reflexes. It is assumed that the serotoninergic system exerts a modulating influence on the activity of the brain cholinergic and cholinoreactive mechanisms.